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Accurate summation and dot product algorithms of ﬂoating point numbers
using error-free transformations ware proposed by Ogita et al.[3] The computed
results are as accurate as if computed in K-fold working precision, K ≥ 2. They
require only addition, subtraction and multiplication of ﬂoating point numbers
in the same working precision as the given data. Since the dot product is an
elementary operation in the numerical linear algebra, highly accurate computations for large arrays are frequently required in many applications. However
accurate sum and dot product algorithms seem inherently sequential.
To execute the accurate dot product (and sum) eﬃciently in the SMP environment, a parallel algorithm was proposed[4]. This algorithm is executed
according to the following procedures: the array is divided into suitable number
of segments, all CPUs process the sequential algorithm for each segment, one
CPU processes the sequential algorithm once again gathering all the intermediate results.
From the diﬀerent viewpoint of the parallelism, we develop an eﬃcient data
parallel algorithm applying the all-preﬁx-sums operation[1] (or the parallel reduction, more simply). This is suitable for multicore processors, especially
GPUs. This implementation using NVIDIA CUDA[2] with GeForce GTX 285
is tens of times faster than the naive sequential algorithm with a 2.66GHz Intel
Core i7 processor.
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